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“Even until today,
the people who are
native to the area
practice witchcraft
in association with
their superstitious
ways.”

—
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“I’ve wondered why the
people continue to cling to
this rock when
their lives are
so miserable.”

“I want to help but how to go about it is sometimes an unknown even after many years. It seems that the
best ideas and the efforts that come from them are often cast aside and I can’t help but wonder why? I have
often found myself working and for the moment have been slightly encouraged that what I do, does make a
difference. And then there comes the time when I must move on. But to do so with the prospect that what
has been done will continue seems often very dim. But then, it is the Lord who really knows.” —Memoirs
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“Admittedly, we’re
pressing the sailing
season a little but
the need to go as
early as possible
compels us to
work…”

“I will not tell you how difficult it is being an ocean-going missionary. I can’t tell of the days and nights of
pitching and rolling at anchor nor of the seeming endless hours underway through that well wished “following
sea” that cork-screws the vessel with sickening effect. I can’t tell you of the night watches for fear of piracy on
the water. And neither can I tell you of the dirty harbors and piers and the attitudes of the authorities who are
not shy of criminal deeds amounting to piracy on land. So, I will tell you nice things and show you nice photos
that you might think the work to be easy and always worthwhile. And you and I will be pleased.” -gk
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...Reaching people on the edge!

-

Email me:

glenknight.ph @outlook.com

“The tiny islands disappeared and then reappeared only briefly as low hanging clouds and rain falling in sheets
moved passed our ship at her anchor. An earlier attempt to sail from the area was quickly canceled as the sea rose to
twelve or fourteen feet, plunging stem and stern beneath its rolling fury. In such circumstances to carry on when it isn’t
necessary is foolhardy and safe havens sought and found are cause enough to put in. Opportunity for moving on will
present itself soon enough during this fickle January but until then, catching up on good reading seems to ever be a welcomed repose. And it is not the delay that I will remember, but the intensity of a good novel!” —Memoirs of a Missionary

